Robin Baron and Niermann Weeks are proud to announce that Robin Baron Collections
are represented at the Niermann Weeks New York City showroom.
(March 5, 2019 - New York, NY) With a fresh burst of color and an inviting boutique setting, Robin
Baron’s full lifestyle brand will be on view for the first time at the New York Design Center, located at
200 Lexington Avenue, suite 905. The product offerings at the flagship Niermann Weeks showroom
represents the next steps for Robin Baron by showcasing her design expertise through her collection of
fashion inspired rugs, hardware, case goods, upholstery and a soon-to-be launched lighting collection.
An accomplished interior designer, Robin has been designing furniture and lighting for her private clients
for many years and she is excited to bring her aesthetic; a modern transitional look with a touch of glam,
to the New York market. Baron states, “I am thrilled to be represented by the prestigious Niermann
Weeks and to have the opportunity to showcase my brand in my hometown of New York City.”
Eleanor Niermann of Niermann Weeks commented, “We are very excited to welcome Robin Baron to
our flagship showroom and honored to be the first to showcase her marvelous lifestyle collections.”
The Robin Baron lifestyle offering includes:
Rugs
Her luxe rug collection comes in a range of modern to transitional styles, featuring beautiful textures
and color palettes. The hand-knotted and hand-tufted area rugs are available in wool, silk, banana silk
and bamboo silk combinations. Standard and custom sizes are available.
Hardware
Big and beautiful like the jewelry Robin loves, her hardware transforms a piece of furniture from simple
to stunning. Robin’s over-scaled Comb, Burst, Looped, Eclipse and an organic-shaped Fleur are designed
for her furniture collections and are also sold separately. All designs are available in satin brass and
polished nickel.
Case Goods
Robin brings her refined eye for proportion and style to her collection of case goods. Each piece makes
its own statement and can be integrated into many looks. Case goods are customizable, made in
America and available in wood stained, cerused and painted finishes.
Upholstery
Fashion influenced silhouettes are the essence of Robin’s upholstery collection. Made in America, with
comfort being paramount, the collection features clean lines and impeccable attention to detail. As with
all of Robin’s collections, upholstery is customizable and available in COM.

###

About Robin Baron
Robin Baron, celebrity interior designer, lifestyle expert, and luxury home-furnishings designer, brings a
striking sense of fashion and style to everything she does. With an enthusiastic personality and expertise
in all things décor and lifestyle, Robin has significant TV, video and public speaking experience. She built
her business by creating homes that are unique, luxurious and fabulous, while maintaining a warm and
inviting atmosphere. Reflecting her motto that “Confidence Begins and Home™”, Robin prides herself on
her ability to create lifestyle collections that bring high fashion and positivity into people’s home.
About Niermann Weeks
Founded in 1978, Niermann Weeks is a family owned business based outside Annapolis, MD. The
Company’s designs borrow elements from the past and reinterpret them to fit current lifestyles,
aesthetically relating to both traditional and contemporary interiors. All of the Company’s products are
handmade and finished in their Maryland studios, and almost half of their business is custom-designed
to meet the special needs of professional architect and designer clients. Niermann Weeks features more
than 600 standard designs with 500 finishes, available through to-the-trade designer showrooms in the
United States and Canada.
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